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ABSTRACT
Noise generation by a moving shell with small ratio of length to width at

high Reynolds number in water were studied. The interaction between the

inoviug shell atid surrounding fluid results in pressure fluctuations over
the shell surface. The frequency spectra of the fluctuating pressure are
different over the front part, the middle part and the rear of the shell.
The main sources o noise of the moving shell are velocity fluctuations

generated by turbulent boundary layers and flow separations. The noise in-

tensity outside the sh.11 results from the reaction of the rigid shell to
the fluctuating velocLy ana inc snej.1 vibration excited by it.
The cross - power spectral density of the noise inside the shell is pro-

portional to the moving speed nd the resistance coefficient.
The results of model experiment show that the power spectral density of

the noise inside the two shells have differences of the order of 5 db. In

order to reduce interior noise, the shell should have a proper shape.

LIST OF SYMBOLS
Tf, Tr frictional and form resistance on a unit area, respectively

Cj, Cr frictional and form resistance coefficient, respectively
U0 onset flow speed
Ur, U1 fluctuating velocity

P water density

Fi fluctuating pressure
p(,t) sound pressure
r distaice between origin and observation point

distaie between source and observation point
normai vibration velocity of shell

s surface area of shell
c sound velocity in water
Ac, A correlation area
t time
T time interval

mean - square pressure
I sound intensity
W(ri, Ç, t) displacement of shell

Hmn((i) fìinctinn of frequency response

Re Reynolds number
M Mach number
F, n, Ç generalized coordinates
Rn(rr.iji) ,4ri(fl)

Hm(Ç)
rn,n,p,q ifltegr

CD total resistance coefficient

eigen functions



Wmn eigenfrequeflcy oi shell
K1=w/U0 wavenuniber
Sf(O,1rì,S,w) cross-power spectral density of pressure
S(0,n,tÇ,w) cross-power spectral density of displacement
S(AE,An,L,w) cross-power spectral density of noise inside shell

INTRODUCTION
The sound generation of a moving shell with small length to width ratio

in water was studied in tIiis paper. The shell diffejs from a flat plate or
a slender column shell ( ) in air or a buoyant body ) with no longitudi-
nal-pressure gradient in water. Th ?ffect of some kinds of housing on
flow noise was measured by Dittman . The pressure fluctuaiçìns on a
plate in the region of flow separation was studied by Fricke J.

The present author has measured fluctuating pressures over the surface of
closed shells and has analysed their correlation characteristics. By using
CurIe's theory on aerodynamic noise, the relation of noise field outside
the shell and its resistance coefficient is obtained. The power spectral
density of the noise inside the shell is estimated by taking account of the
acoustic pressure coupled with the vibration of the shell.

The present paper compares the levels of power spectral density of noise
inside the shell and their resistance by using two shells of different
shape. Noise measurements on another s i f revolution with a projected
ring wa: also carried out.

i'Rk,SSUIth ILLiCTUATIIJN OVER THE SHELL SUHFACE
Tnc interaction between the moving shell and the surroundingfluid results

hL the pressure fluctuation over the shell surface. Even though the flow
field is uniform, the turbulent boundary layer with pressure uluctuatios
is generated at the burfaces, when the Reynolds number approaches to 10
The fluctuating pressure is greater than that in the laminar region. Because
the shells discussed dre blunt, the pressure gradient not only changes the
speed profile of(te turbulent region , but also introduces the separa-
tion phenomenon tJ around the rear of the shell. Distinction of flow re-
gimes as shown in fig. 1-1 is taken from a wind tunnel experiment. It is
shown that there is obviously flow separation behind position 13 (the wind
speed is 40 m/sec). The pressure fluctuation and shell vibration cxcted
by it generate noise field outside and inside the shell.

The fluctuating pressures over different parts of the surface were mea-
sured in the towing tank. Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of the ex-
periment. The measurements were performed by micro - hydrophones with pre-
amplifiers. A tape recorder, model TEAC - SR3O, was used. The results
show that a laminar boundary layer with small pressure fluctuations is gene-
rated at the front part of the shell, while a turbulent boundary layer ac-
companied by maximum pressure fluctuation is observed at the middle of the
shell. Large pressure fluctuations appear around the rear part of the sheli,
with frequencies lower than 5 kHZ. The local Reynolds number at position 8
is about 3xl0b, while at position 1: about 1.4x105 for an onset flow of 6.5
rn/sec. Fig. 3 shows that fluctuating pressures at position 8 (in the tur-
bulent region) are greater than at position 1 (in laminar region). Position
8 is in the region of the maximum adverse gradient. However, flow separa-
tion only occurs at position 15.

Results of signal processing show that the cross-power spectral density
of pressures between two points spaced longitudinally decrease with fre-
quency more slowly than that of two points spaced laterally. Namely, the
coefficients of cross-correlation between pressures measured lengthwise are
higher than those measured sectionwise.
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3. RADIATION FIELD OF SOUND INSIDE/OUTSIDE THE SHELL
Fluctuating pressures at the surface of the shell give only small con-

tributions to the total resistance. However, they play an important role
in the generation 01 noise. Fluctutin pressures consist of both normal
surface pressure and shear - stress 7'8J.

The total frictional resistance acting on a unit area of the shell sur-
face consists of both the mean resistance r1 and the fluctuating resistance
Ff, writing:

T1 = CfU0L Tf+Ff (1)

The frictional resistance coefficient Cf is actually a function of relative
fluctuating velocity Uf/U0. Since fluctuating velocity Uf IS much smaller
than the onset flow U0, C may be expressed in a power serles: = Cf{a0 +

Uçar---- + a2(--. ) +U0 U0
ate any noise, therefore the fluctuating pressure of resistance Ff is to
the first order of approximation:

F1 p C1U0Uf (2)

From (9) , it is seen that it is impossible to produce a uniform force
without also producing a fluctuating component. By similar dimensional
analysis, the fluctuating form resistance can also be given to the first
order of approximation by following form:

Fr CrUoUf (3)

Starting with equations (2) and (3) , the radiation fields of the sound
inside and outside the shell can be discussed.

3.1. Radiation field of the sound outside the shell
Since the velocity of the moving shell is much smaller than the sound

velocity, the Mach number is very small.
The sound field outside theshll can be described generally at low Mach

numbers using Curie's theory )0) for aerodynamic noise.
1 a (1) ds J_ff (3(PUn))

(4)p(x,t) = 4r s r ' at4ir ax1 sr
where square brackets ( ) denote evaluation at the retarded time t= t-r/c.

We assume that pressure fluctuations are stationary random variables.
Hence, the sound pressure and its cross-correlation in the far-field can bewritten in the following form:

-9. 1 1 ar ds - i a(PU)
J

p(x,t) - -
4rr s rc ax1 at t 4rr sr at ti<p(x,t)p(x',t')> =

rc ax1 at (5)

+ ifs r at )ds { Ìi
ar )ds'+Xr (a(PuR1)).d,)s'rc ax1 r at t'

From (2), (3), F PU1U0C. Here1 it is further assumed that

:<-- Ji:i>dst=Ac<(aaQi._32>
aUn'

>ds' = Ac <at at - at

J. But the constant part of Cf does not geiler-



n

Hence, the sound intensity I(,t) can be expressed as:

I(,t)
pUO2C2 rf(._)2 ( 3Ui 2 > Ads
3T12r2c3 s

pCjU0 ar au aU
+ ) < >ds

Q fi.+
16v2 c s a

> A ds

For a flat plate, if the size of the source s very small compared with r,
then = cosO. For rigid walls, we have jUn = 0, hence,

_pJ2Cj2cos2O <(!Lì2>I(x,t)
16 2r2 '

Ads (7)

As seen from equatiun (6) , the sound intensity outside the shell caì be

divided into three parts. The first part is due to the reaction of the ri-
gid shell to the fluctuating velocity, and is proportional to the square ol
the speed and square of the resistance coefficient of the shell. The second
part is from interaci.ton between the fluctuating velocity and the shell vi-
bration and the third part is outside the shell vibration excited by the
fluctuating velocity.
The fluctuating velocity Uj differs from the normal vibration velocity 01

the shell U here, and Uj can be expressed by its normal and tangential com-
ponents.

3.2. Power s_pectral density of the sound inside thin shells
In general, shell vibration can be expressed in generalized coordinates

(, r, Ç) and their eigenfunctions are R(rÇ), 4(n) and H(Ç).
The displacement equation of the shell neglecting tangential forces can be

written as (it is assumed that the F(0,t) is uniform):

MW + RW + DW = F(0,t) + p(0,t) - p2(0,t) (8)

The wave equations oi the sound inside and outside the shell are:

i

P2 - 2 t2
=

i a2p1
pl - --- = o

with boundary conditions at the surfaces:

w- VPwp

The Fourier transfoi.ation of the displacement in frequency arid time domain
gives:

-iwtW(0,w)
=

f W(,t)e dt (11)

The displacement W, the sound pressure Pj and the fluctuating pressure F
can be expanded by generalized coordinates:

W(0,fl,Ç,w) = E Wg(W)fl(fl)H(Ç)

{ Pj(,fl,Ç,a) = E
in ,n

: F (úi)4)n(fl)Ilm(Ç)m,n mn
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i
M(w-w2)+iwR- 7Rjn(ran) + w1pR2n(rmnÇ)

(15)

Rin(rmn) R2n(r11)

From the fluctuating pressure F(Ç0,t) and cross-correlation function, we
can find the cross-power spectral density of the pressure:

i
= f F(0,n,C,t)F(0+tE,0,2r

lut
rì+A, r+Aç, t+t)>e. dt

a E E p2Ci2Uo2I)ntpHmHq_S_
m,fl p,q

'D -lutf <U'Up> e. dt (16)

Similarly, the cross-power spectral density of the displacement can be ex-

pressed as:

S(LE0,Lfl,AC,w) = E E
m,U p,q

ri4p HmHq (17)

The cross-power spectral density of the noise inside the shell is:

= E E
w2pS2(n1. m,n p,q Rj j2P

a k=o 2 to
(18)

R2n(rmui)R2p(rpq)(n(n)p(n)Hm(c)Hq(Ç)

w2p
Sp2(,MLAc,w) E

aRpm,n p,q

l=o
iimn(w)jj* (w)R2fl(rE)R2p(rpq)

(T1)p(fl)Hm()HqtÇ) (
E E

m,n p,q

Using equation (10) and (li) , we obtain

W(0,fl,Ç,w) =
i (Rn(flnfl)

= W%mn (w)
(H

(13)

The displacement equation of the shell using eigenfrequencies is;

(M(w-w2)±iwR)Wrnn(w) = F(w)+Piu1 (u)Rin(rmnEo)
(14)

- P2(w)R2(rE)

The recepLanc of the shell excited by the fluctuating pressure can be

wrulten in the following forn

mn(u)H1(w) -
mn W



npHmhq < UUpq e1tdt) (19)

In order to reduce cross-power spectral density of the noise inside the

shell, proper shaping of the surface and small response functions of the

shell seem to be vers' important.

EXPERiMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSiS
Fig. 4 shows the h..,rizontal section shape of model I and II. The ratio

of length to width is 3 for model I and 2 for model II.Fig. 1 shows that at

the rear part of the model II flow separation starts for wind speec oeyon0

20 rn/sec. The pressure distribution at the surface of model I is measureU

in a wind tunnel test, as depicted in fig. 5. The pressure coefficient eq-

uals to approximately 0.1 at the rear of the shell, i.e. the resistance uf
the shell results in form resistance.
Total resistance can be separated into frictional arid form resistance.

FD = PUo"CDS = PUo2(CrS1 + CfS2) (20)

The frictional resistance coefficient can be calculated approximately by

formula (iij for the resistance of a flat plate

0.076 60
C1 = (log 10e-1.88)

Substituting measured values of total resistance and the Reynolds number

of the shell into equation (20) and (21), we are able to calculate the funi.

resistance, frictional resistance, and the resistance coefficient fur dii

ferent models. The form resistances of both model I and Il are higher tnai.

their frictional resistances. Moreover, the frictional resistance Increases
when t.he ratio of length to width increases, as depicted in Fig. 6

Both models were made of glass-reinforced plastic. The levels ot noise
power spectral densities inside the shell are about 5 dB higher for modeA i

than for model II (see Fig. 8). The coefficients of frictional resistance
are nearly similar for the two models but the form resistance coefficient
for model II is a factor 2 higher than for model I, which explains the dif-
ference between the noise levels inside the two shells.
When a projected ring was attached to the head surface of a shell, the

shape of the shell is not changed very much, but its form resistance and t!
noise power spectral density inside the shell are increased. The noise

levels can be increased by 4 or 5 dB, as shown in Fig. 9. This experiment
testifies the fact that the cross-correlation coefficient is higher in the

region of flow separtion.
We have studied cross-correlations between the fluctuating pressures over

different parts of the shell surfaces on the one side and noise received by
hydrophone inside shell at position 2* on the other. Results illustrate

that the maximum coefficient of cross-correlation between positions 13 and
2* is 0.95 and that between positions 9 and 2* is 0.6 in the frequency re-
gion 300-400 HZ. The same coefficient becomes 0.38 between positions 15 and
2* and 0.2 between positions 9 and 2* in the frequency region 3-4 kHZ. All

are referred to ari onset flow speed 6f 6.5 rn/sec (see Fig. 10-1, 10-2).
The above results show that the sound radiation generated by separation cI

flow is very rnportant. The noise inside the shell can be decreased by pro-
per design of the surface shape of the shell to redüce flow separation and
pressure fluctuations.

CONCLuSIONS
By anaLysing fluctuating pressures acting on the surfaces of closed shells

-
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and the noise inside and outside of tue shells, we have found:

1. Turbulent boundary layer and flow separations appeared at the surface of

shells having small ratios of length to width and high Reynolds numbers.

The frequency spectra of the fluctuating pressure are different for the

front part, the middle or the rear part of the shell, especially in lower

frequency region.
. The coefficient o1 corss-correlation of the fluctuating pressure due to

flow separation is higher than due to turbulent boundary layer. The

cross-power spectral densities between two positions decrease with in-

creasing frequency less pronouced when caused by flow separation than by

turbulent boundary layers.
The main sources of noise of the moving shell are velocity fluctuation

generated by turbulent boundary layer and flow separation. The noise in-

tensity outside the shell results from 1) the reaction of the rigid shell

to the fluctuating velocity, 2) interaction between the fluctuating pres-

sure and the shell vibration, and 3) the vibration of the shell excited

by the fluctuating velocity.
The cross-correlation spectral density of the noise inside the shell is

propotional to the resistance coefficient. The fluctuating pressure

caused by flow separation is the main cause of noise. in order to reduce

interior noise, proper attention should be paid to the shape of the shell.
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FIGURE 1-1. Distinction of flow regimes in wind tunnel.

Lurliulent boundar!
íluv ICpLraLUI

FIGURE 1-2. Schernatc diagram of FIGURE 2. Diagram of experiment.
nolso sources at a rnuvíng shell.
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FIGtJR1 4. Horizontal section
shape of model I and II.
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FIGURE 3. .nparìsun bttween the fluctuating pressures of the

differcnt pu1tiuns at the shell surfaces at 6.5 rn/sec.
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FIGURE 5. Pressure distribu.,t-on QI .h
surfaces along the longitudinal ii4
for model I.
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FIGURE 6. Resistance curves of FIGURE 7. Resistance coefficients
model i and II. of two models versus speed.
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FIGURE ¡O-2. Cross-correlation between the fluctuating pressures
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tue sheik in the frequency region 3-4 kHZ at b.5 n-/sc.


